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Editors letter
Dear Readers

December 2020

Our first issue as editors at The Pluralist comes out as this year ends, hopefully sealing it as a gentle goodbye
letter. After my first term online at the RCA, meeting my colleagues and tutors for the first time on Zoom
while tucked away in my studio in Timisoara, my sense of displacement is more acute than ever.
This collection of statements on Proximity stands as a testament to what 2020 has brought in our collective
psyche, portraying us united in our nostalgia for interacting with people and places. I’ve been thinking
about some myths from the early ‘00s that told the story of a humanity beguiled by virtual worlds, who
slowly forgets what it’s like to meet someone face to face or travel with an actual body. And I can’t help but
think about how wrong this approximation was. Now that this is almost happening, our natural reaction is
to claim back physicality: the freedom to travel and explore the particularities of a place, to reactivate our
senses in spaces, in the tactile realm. At a first glance, with everything digitalised, it all seems closer, more
accessible, and at the same time more out of reach than ever. The pandemics of self-isolation brought so many
questions about what’s close and what’s far. Lockdown has changed the dynamics of the city as we knew it,
turning it into this uncanny intersection between anthropic and natural, playing on our sensation of “being
there”.
As I advanced with the reading, the submissions that we received unraveled and I started noticing the invisible
thread that linked all these pieces of writing together. What emerges is the frailty and sensitivity lying
underneath each individual and ongoing struggle caused by the uncertainty of these times. The outcome of
a crisis is often an increased feeling of tenderness and solidarity with each other. I sincerely hope that The
Pluralist offers a platform where all these voices can harmonise and coexist.
Warmest regards to all our readers, contributors, colleagues and everyone else,
Lera Kelemen, Content Editor
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So near, yet so far… Can’t think of a more fitting phrase to describe the feeling. Producing a newspaper in
such a context has revealed itself to be a challenge. But not impossible. Confined in my tiny student room,
in a desperately silent London, it was a relief going to university to edit and print. Almost a therapeutic
practice.
This issue has been articulated between two zoom rooms, Lera’s and mine. Being a lucky second year
‘insider’at the RCA for this term, I had the ‘privilege’to experience some semblance of studio life. Coming
in university to disperse posters in empty corridors felt uncanny to say the least. But not vain! That is maybe
the true beauty of newspaper publishing. Preparing the dissemination of content behind closed doors and
releasing it in the open space, to a yet unknown public.
It was important to reflect the peculiar environment in which we produced our first edition for The Pluralist.
Between digital-based visuals and printed iterations, this issue was based on the idea of compromising
the highly sanitized online realm we’ve been venturing with acquiescence these last months, and a rougher,
messier, ‘contaminated’matter.
Reflecting on proximity and what it means nowadays, was an arguably tricky opening enquiry. Yet it allowed
a wide range of formats to emerge from this question. This was maybe what was the most enjoyable part of
curating this issue. How can we introduce ourselves when we can’t physically meet? How do encounters take
place in an ever-growing environment of isolation and uncertainty? Far from being a pessimistic publication,
we wanted to revive the thrive for community sharing. Fictitious and/or palpable. Near and far at the same
time.
If I can be honest with you, dear reader, I wish I could have printed hundreds of this issue in the hubbub of
the letterpress or risograph workshop. I wish I could have then dropped them in piles in boisterous studios
and cafeterias. I could have handed you this newspaper. Maybe, we could have shared a coffee and discussed
the content. This didn’t happen unfortunately. Not this time. Soon enough though, we will meet in person,
I’m sure of that!
Until then, stay safe and enjoy a good read!

Louise Gholam, Design Editor
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A common custom of drawing a cross or X at the end of a letter was placed to demonstrate faithfulness.
A kiss was then placed upon the cross to take an oath. The intimacy of the spit mailed to another as exchange.

Sealed with a Kiss

Sofia Pia Belenky & Anna-Luise Lorenz

I sealed my letters today with my spit. Roses cut from a supply chain. Millions unsold pile into new mountains
that will then rot back into the soil. Due to the virus, their transportation and trade have been stopped, yet
the flowers continue to grow. It cannot be turned off. A symbol of love and romance, perishable goods with
a temporary shelf life. I am acutely aware these days of the speed of growth. Never before have I noticed
the precise amount of time my fingernails grow. So far, I have resisted cutting my own hair. I sleep when
tired, eat when hungry, move when stiff and in doing so a new rhythm emerges of the day. I have entered
into a personal time zone. It’s only you that sometimes shares these sleepless nights with me as we lay awake
FaceTiming until the sun begins to rise. Celebrating each hour passing as a new year. The speed of the day is
such that I also watch the plants grow, it is spring now and I swear one can hear the leaves growing and buds
exploding in this silence. The plants carry on their cycles of life and growth despite the world coming to a
halt. I lie in the garden naked pretending to be a plant because they are the only thing alive that I interact this
closely with. I am a houseplant with more complicated emotions.

A1
Should I care?

But the transmission happens when the air is poisoned; when the air becomes an element that changes and rots,
and we are the ones who breathe. That’s why the rotten air, when sucked by breath into the body, poisons the ones
of a young age [...].1
Do I care?

1
Joseph Grünpeck (de Burckhausen), Libellus Josephi Grünbeckii de mentulagra alias morbo gallico (Memmingen,
1503): “Aber die pestilentz geschicht, wenn der lyfft vergyyftet ist; wann der lufft ist ein element, daz sich bald verändert
und faulet, vnd wir seyen thyer, die ätmen. Darumb der faul lufft, wenn er durch den atem wirt hynein gezogen in den
leyb, vergyfftet er die jun wenigen ding, vnd nach dem etlich leyb mer geschickt sind, etlich mynder, darumb sterben
die selbigen vnd die anderen nicht.” (English translation by Anna-Luise Lorenz) Old German translation quoted in Fuchs,
Conrad Heinrich, Die ältesten Schriftsteller über die Lustseuche in Deutschland von 1495 bis 1510, nebst mehreren
Anecdotis späterer Zeit, gesammelt und mit literarhistorischen Notizen und einer kurzen Darstellung der epidemischen
Syphilis in Deutschland (Göttingen: Verlag der Dieterichscen Buchhandlung,1843), 48.
https://dlcs.io/pdf/wellcome/pdf-item/b21714083/0
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Tears are expressions that belong to the past. Careful breathing is allowed, directed inwards. Self-inhalation. Only
spilling eyes remain: Two vitreous bodies voicing trembling words, their juiciness spitting of desire. Skin that
sees. Skin that spills. They inhale your anti-aliased shape. They suck your stuttered movement. They lick your
color palette:
(141,85,36)
(198,134,66)
(224,172,105)
(241,194,125)
(255,219,172)
> !invite
Yesterday when taking my longest route possible to the grocery store I saw a couple kiss. They both wore
masks and he tenderly kissed her forehead before noticing me. He seemed almost embarrassed to be caught in
the act. These days kissing is banned. I was struck by how foreign this act of public intimacy appeared. When
was the last time I had even seen two people walking near one another - closer than the now standardized
measure of 1 meter apart? Remember hellos of double cheek kisses, remember steamy make-out sessions
outside at a crowded bar? He smiled at me and said something about love and then laughed. We all smiled,
at least I think so because now we smile with our eyes. They continued walking in the opposite direction.
I wanted to run after them and tell them how it had been the most beautiful thing I had seen all day, that I
wanted to take their portrait and ask for them to repeat that moment so that I could have it always, selfishly I
wanted to be a part of that too.
A2
Maintaining the best possible constitution of the body is an important part of medicine. Other influences
are adventitious, and cannot be foreseen; such are swords and wild beasts. Medicine is not concerned with
preventing the effects of such agents in advance.2
As part of my first quarantine exercise, I started sketching out my room into potential danger zones and time
scales, introducing preventive measures that might cause unbalanced conditions, in particular of my body
liquids. I would counteract overabundance of fluids through sweating, reduced food intake, and vomiting.
Bodies of such qualities are least affected by harmful influences since their temperaments are perfectly
balanced and removed from all extremes.3
Imbalance would lead to disease, discharge to contagion.

2
Peter Brain, Galen’s Pathology: Concepts and Contradictions. (PhD diss., University of Natal, 1982), 33.
http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.870.2668&rep=rep1&type=pdf
Brain, Galen’s Pathology, 32.
3
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Ventilation systems, pipe systems, and windows are equally closed as are body holes. “But the transmission
happens when the air is poisoned; when the air becomes an element that changes and rots, and we are the ones
who breathe. That’s why the rotten air, when sucked by breath into the body, poisons the ones of a young
age”, I repeat for myself. While formulating these words in my head, droplets pin to the fabric of my mask. I
hold my breath, but soon realize that I have to compromise between hygiene management and a minimum of
corporeal existence.
The night you walked to my house, masked wearing black, staying in the shadows to avoid a fine. It was
a grand gesture and it felt naughty in what I thought would be a sexy kind of risqué way. While we made
dinner, we kept our distance in a sort of dance around the kitchen, trying to respect the rules of which we
had already broken. Dinner turned into bottles of wine turned into kissing turned into sex… after which I
burned up in a hot fever. Anxiety flooded my mind – had I just contracted the virus? Could its effects be felt
this instantly? Why had I been so impulsive, in the heat of the moment left myself unprotected, exposed,
and now would I fall ill? You reassured me that - no I was fine, that we just had sex, that the room was warm,
that the blankets were heavy. In truth maybe I had already gotten too good at being alone. Gotten used to
my own heat, my own smells, and the new loudness of quiet. I lay awake all night in a hot panic. Our body
temperatures are measured, and we look all red. False results but when I think of you now, I blush. Hot for
you, love-sick, falling is a sort of pain. Should we hold hands wearing gloves? The smell of latex gloves brings
memories of condoms. Kissing through the bubble. Your hands sanitized and wet before touching mine.
We used to shake hands to represent trust, to affirm a transaction. What will become of the kiss and other
protocols of affection? I am so aware of my breath under the mask, its heat, its smell, I feel alive and deadly.

“Your soft tissues look very symmetric today, your skin tone slightly brighter.” A window pops up.
“You will be ready for the room”, you say with a soft gentle voice. And I know you are right. I am in my
ovulation days.

I enter the room. Rooms. This is what they are called these days. Not windows, windows without a room, but
a room with only windows.

They believe it is a gift to be closed into a homogenous space with ones of the same kind. All of us in the
room have been temporarily removed from the public network. Our sexual attraction is too intense in this
moment of our recurring biological cycle. We are removed for our pleasure, and public safety.

(I feel slight sexual arousal. You have given your best attention to my physical features when restlessly
monitoring the network for agents like me. Since I am locked into an insular physical space, compressed into
the physicality of my body I am even susceptible to machinic attention.)
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One meter apart. I am removed to a distance from you, not avoiding you, not separate from you. Yet I
constantly look for you in my mind, where you have physically implanted yourself into my brain. I am
thinking about you alllll the time. Your name is constantly in my mouth. Your image I can recall though I
have never met you, your voice I hear though I have never heard you. Touchscreen intimacy. Swiping as caress.
Can you feel chemistry through a screen? The serendipity of love at first sight or first swipe. The scroll on
the phone is endless. Likes, Hearts, kisses. Emoji. A heartbeat-like pulse of Instagram likes, lighting up the
phone. I read today that the heart’s magnetic field envelops our internal cells and extends out in all directions
into the space around us. It can be measured several feet away from the body by sensitive magnetometers. It is
the strongest rhythmic field produced by the human body. I feel this so much lately. The presence of my heart,
the amount of space it takes up in the room, and how it works to keep me alive so that I can be here when you
get home.
Day 1: 20 eyes are blinking. I am blinking back. Irreversible, pure biological attraction surrounds me. It’s the
maximum biology can spit out me in these weeks of absolute loneliness. I am sick of tired, sad, devastated,
indifferent faces. Sterile allures churn body juices into a monitored seethe. I want sex. They all want sex.
Day 2: 20 eyes are blinking. I know their eyes are staring at me, only me, all of them at once. It makes me
think of my cat when I was in my young fertile ages. Back then, getting undressed in front of him (yes, it was
a male cat) made me shiver of discomfort. Does he marvel at my physical features with his patient, wideopened eyes? Does he, covered in fur, know the meaning of bare skin at all?
A storm of heart emojis is flying over the screen’s disinfected surface. 20 times unobstructed, indiscreet
attention all of the sudden invades my domestic territory. No words are said, but 20 eyes spill desire. I can
feel the heat increasing in my face, following a neurological chain reaction. An abnormal quantity of flows.
Do I have to take off the mask to show this physical effect?
Day 3: “If I were alone, would the world still consist of representations? If there were none to tell me
that there was something different, wouldn’t the world just be exactly as it is?”In the corner of my eye,
something nodded. “Wouldn’t neoliberalists continue thinking that neoliberalism was great if everyone were
a neoliberalist?”I notice another spark of affirmation. I imagine their hearts throbbing in the same rhythm as
mine, and I feel comfort in this unified space.
You all of a sudden react with disgust. “Unexpected behavior. Your time is off”.
> !exit
I drove to the grocery store with the windows down and played a love song loud from the speakers. (I know
many of these stories involve the grocery store – it is the only place I am allowed). I was smiling thinking of
you and about the way the light hit the trees and the small freedom of the wind in my hair and the speed of
driving, even if just for 5 minutes down the street. I was smiling maybe too big and without a mask. When
I arrived at the stoplight, a woman crossing the street flipped me off angrily. I should not be happy at times
like these, I should not smile, I should not be in love. It should not be spring - as this is a time for mourning
and of death. We are inappropriate in these feelings for one another, but I cannot contain myself. I think the
sun and happiness can also be carriers of health. I think I could live on your love alone. A full-time job being
infatuated by you. What a troublesome employment is this love! What a privilege to have this love and this
health. I do not take it for granted. Am I being too romantic?
X
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Sofia Pia Belenky
Sofia Pia Belenky is an architect from New York currently based in Milan, Italy. She completed her BFA
at Bard College in 2011 and continued her studies at the Graduate School of Architecture, Planning and
Preservation at Columbia University, the Architectural Association and Strelka Institute. Sofia Pia works as a
researcher and designer with Space Caviar, and previously collaborated with a number of offices in New York,
London, and Paris. Her work with Space Caviar uses built work, event, and exhibition design, research,
writing, and film as forms of an extended mode of architectural practice.

Anna-Luise Lorenz
Anna-Luise Lorenz is a speculative designer, researcher, and artist based in Berlin. Her inquiry-based work –
often grounded in collaboration with experts from disciplines such as philosophy, anthropology, psychology,
and natural history – oscillates around the corrupting forces of "reality" which find expression in the
anomalies of empiricism and rationalism: the weird, the absurd, or the enigmatic processes within biological
and technological systems. Through a wide range of media such as performance, installation, animation,
and writing she explores the human and non-human body as a pivotal point for the emergence of new hybrid
beings, and accidental or deliberate non-human design practices.

Notable exhibitions include The Outside Inside at Futurium Museum of the Future Berlin (GER); Breaking
Bread at the 26th Biennial of Design Ljubljana (SLO); Crosstalk International Video Art Festival, Budapest
(HU); The Economics of Uncertainty, Swiss Pavilion, Venice Biennale of Architecture (IT); Science of
Fiction, USC Cinematic Arts, Los Angeles (US); Shush, panke.gallery, Berlin (GER); and Out of Stasis, Acud
Gallery, Berlin (GER).
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Dear Charlotte, Dear Hannah
10/2020
Dear Charlotte,
I gather you’re in London, I was just there, but I guess you know that.
We’ve been missing each other lately. I don’t know if it is me or you, but we haven’t caught up in a while.
How are you? I hope that you are still your vivacious self, that you are revelling in your independence even in
our locked down existences for the next month. Where are you living? I hear you were looking for a room in
Battersea, if you’d told me you could’ve taken over the lease on the room I just left.
I made the decision, as you’ve probably heard by now, to move home. It was the sensible thing to do. I am sad
because it feels like a backwards step, reverting to what I know, who I once was and who I’m not sure I want to
become again.
I envy you, your freedom, your ability to go out without letting anyone know, the ability to do as you wish.
You have total control over yourself, I am stuck in a time capsule, playing out the oh so familiar role of the
child. But I have to remind myself that if I were locked down anywhere other than this place of love and care I
would be alone in my mind, a place that I can inhabit but can’t bear to be trapped, not for that length of time.
I hope you are taking care of yourself, not just physically (I saw a photo of your new haircut) but emotionally
too. When we can we really should meet for a proper talk. I want to hear all about what you’re up to, your
plans for the future, your memories from the past. It’s been a year now since I opened that shell and let the
embodiment of you, Charlotte, out into this world. I have such fond memories of our trip to Venice, all the
times we met for tea, the large amount of time we spent following each other around to work each other out.
When I left Wales and you stayed, I was heartbroken and confused. You left me alone with myself. I felt a huge
sense of loss, you went from being a voice in my ear to the embodied woman to just gone. I didn’t see it at
the time, but I wonder if you were testing, or challenging me. Wanting me to claim my independence. To do,
rather than to fantasise. To be the character I in the past had given to you. I guess you gave me space to step
out without you.
Now I’m lost.
Oh lets meet as soon as we can and do write back quickly.
Warm wishes,
Hannah
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11/2020
Dear Hannah,
Thank you for your letter, it was lovely to hear from you after the months of silence.
In all honesty I am not sure where I am anymore. Having detached myself from you I feel, like you, a sense of
loss. I have my independence yes, but I am feeling distinctly less purposeful as the weeks go by.
I have found myself retracing your steps, I am in London, I do your daily walk around Battersea Park just out
of curiosity. I think it is kind of funny how you are lusting after my lifestyle when I think you have the better
circumstances right now. To be surrounded by all those people with whom you are so connected, to feel rooted
and settled. But you are unsettled?
It feels like we are stuck in this cycle of push and pull. Of reaching a point where the tension snaps and we
switch places. I envy you and you me, no matter which role we are each playing. We seem to be both trying to
uncover the same answers. Answers about our place in the world. It seems to be the battle between ourselves
and our inner children.
When you first released me into this world, I felt you were using me to explore who you could have been, now
you look to me for what you could become. This constant lusting after what we are not can’t be healthy in the
long run. I am beginning to wonder if we can’t just allow ourselves to be both at once, to try and rid ourselves
of the pressure to grow up that seems to come from inside of us, and simply embrace the aspects of each role
that we wish and make our own space to be both.
You need to get past the idea that living at home means you are the child and see the elements of independence
you have, view yourself as an adult in the situation as I am sure others in your household do. And I need to
find people, let them in, and become part of a community so I have a level of people to lean on, to be silly
around, to have fun with. We may still yearn for each other’s places in the world but at least we will have tried
to do something about it. I don’t know how much longer I can bare to continue this way, what do you think?
I am sorry about how I left you after Wales, but I felt it had to be done. I have missed you, but I feel even
though neither of us are yet settled, we are closer than ever to some answers, don’t you?
Sorry it has taken me a month to respond, I have been doing a lot of thinking since your last letter and
everything seems to just take longer these days doesn’t it? Yes, lets meet soon.
Warmest Wishes
Charlotte
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In Defense of Dust
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Fig 1.
https://vimeo.com/369665189

Overlooked, disregarded and disliked, household dust is our constant companion, yet we strive for it to be
gone. Treat it as a clingy ex-girlfriend we wish could move on and leave us alone. Dust consists of traces of the
people, objects and activities that have passed by, the original Site Specific Work of Art.
Dust reminds us of our past – our mistakes, hopes and dreams. Maybe that’s what makes us so uncomfortable?
These are the unknown, forgotten and involuntary traces we leave behind. Traces we wish to quickly sweep
away, vacuum up, hide out of sight out of mind. What is the source of this deep-rooted self-hatred? Why are
we so afraid of being confronted by our own materiality?
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I wish to do the opposite. Take a deep dive and wonder at these peculiar
traces of time and place. An imprint, a footprint of us, our lives and
actions. The things we do and the things we make. The things we gather
and call our own. Dust is the sedimentation of our daily lives. The
ultimate self-portrait.

The beauty of dust, as well as its cruelty, lies in its brutal honesty.
People can’t handle honesty. Dust does not differentiate between the
animate and inanimate. No matter what matter, we all leave something
behind, and it is this something that the dust gratefully takes in and
welcomes as one of its own, gives a seat at the table. One needs to look
far and wide to find a comparable level of selflessness.

What about allergies, you say? Asthma? Microplastics? Small
microscopic mites that thrive on the traces of biomatter we leave
behind? Don’t blame the dust, I say. Instead, welcome your new
roommates. A friendly reminder that you are not alone. Your home is a
wonderland, waiting to be discovered. No need to go outside.

It is such an easy way out to always blame what we don’t understand.
To limit our empathy to beings that look like us. All that is in dust, was
there before. The microplastics, traces of toxic waste, even the nonhuman tenants. It was us who took them in and opened our home for
them in the first place. Dust merely exposes them. It is only irresponsible
to put the blame on someone else’s shoulders, just because they bring the
truth out in the open.

Ashes to ashes, dust to dust. From dust we came and to dust we shall
return. Dust is what existed before us, and is also what we leave behind.
But dust does not pretend that it is the end. As long as there is change,
there will be dust. As long as there is matter, there will be change.
Matterless matter – the matter between. Dust lives in the places
and spaces before and after, next to and adjacent. Dust lives in the
thresholds, where one thing becomes another. Dust lives in the change.
Dust lives in life. Dust lives in death. Dust lives from us. Dust lives by us.
To pretend otherwise is just self-deception.

December 2020
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How can the field of astronomical
photography, viewed through the lens
of new materialism, alter our collective
perception of ecology? How does
the entanglement of astronomy and
materiality alter our perception of the
photographic object?

Ancient lights:
Rematerializing the
Astronomical Image
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Within this time of ecological catastrophe, it is important to readdress
our tangible, material connection with the universe and our planet.
By analysing this interaction between astronomy, new materialism
and photography, I provide new insights on how this collision of
theories alter our understanding of the natural world. I do this by
demonstrating the interconnectedness between the universe, humans
and photographic materiality. I discuss the importance of interrogating
the materials that we use on a daily basis, with a specific focus on waste
produced by the photographic industry.

Analogue astronomical photography, viewed through the lens of new
materialism, uniquely allows us to understand the intimate connection
between the cosmos and the Earth bound. Silver is found within distant
stars, yet it can be mined from the depths of our Earth and used to
create photographic images. Calcium is also found within stars such as
our Sun, yet it is also a building block of bones and teeth, which can
then be processed to make gelatin.

The thesis draws upon my own reflective practice, where I have taken
long exposure photographs of the stars within international dark
sky locations, Kielder Observatory and UCLO Observatory. It also
engages with the work of artists such as Garry Fabian Miller, Liliane
Lijn and Katie Paterson, with a specific focus on works that engage
with astronomy, deep time and materiality.”I look at Paterson’s “Fossil
Necklace”and “Future Library”, Lijn’s “Solar Hills”and Miller’s “Night
Cell”, considering how each work deals with large magnitudes of time
in a material, tangible sense.

The thesis is situated within the context of new materialist theories
which seek to understand the intrinsic material connections between
human and non-human phenomena. I draw from theorists such as
Jane Bennett, Karen Barad, Donna Haraway, Robin Wall Kimmerer,
Anna Tsing and Timothy Morton who analyse the complex network
of material exchanges from a perspective informed by contemporary
science, as well as ancient indigenous perspectives.
By understanding more about the interconnected nature of
photographic and astronomical materiality it is imperative to innovate
new methods of sustainable photographic practice. This research
therefore contains experiments within analogue photographic practice
which are less damaging to the environment, including plant-based
developers and silver reclamation from photographic fixer. Distinct from
contemporary astronomical photographic images which are often made
of composites and enhanced colour, Ancient Light demonstrates the
intimate connection that humans share with the stars, by examining the
tangible, entangled connections between the stars, human existence and
the ecology of planet Earth. The thesis advances knowledge within this
area by weaving these connections together, providing new insights into
the materiality of photography through lens of varying magnitude,
from microscopic to cosmic.

December 2020
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Witch, Witch Wanders
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Witch, witch wanders, witch wander whistles. They say the world will end soon. So the witch wanders. The
witch whistles. The whistle is heard. So the witch wanders. The wander knows nothing. A nuclear power-plant
filled with water emits 530Sv of radiation per hour. However, a human being dies soon after being exposed
to only 10Sv of radiation. Specially designed robots withstanding radiation fail in two hours when they
enter the water-filled nuclear power-plant. Robots’lifespan lasts two hours. The human lifespan lasts about 1
minute and 6 seconds. Even if the power-plant filled with water has no radiation at all, the lifespan still is 1
minute and 6 seconds. Now the witch whistles.
Can you hear people shouting the countdown the chirping crows beyond the bell ringing every 5pm and the
radio statics. They ran an open water pool test at Odaiba The players complained about the smell of water.
But in the end large amounts of Escherichia coli were detected. Mao- chan always told us that the man-made
beach at Odaiba is disgusting
Last winter when you came over to my place. It was a six and a half tatami room. Every time a truck passes
by the whole house shook, rocking rocking, when I knock the wooden wall it sounded naked. Seven women
were living in the house A Chinese student by my side, a Japanese who came from Australian Working Holiday
below my floor, a factory worker who wrapped everything she owned in plastic bags, a stranger kept being
replaced in the smallest room
Anyway, my place shook unbearably every time there was an earthquake, and one day a disaster alarm started.
An earthquake of magnitude six occurred somewhere in Kanto. I quickly hid under my desk recalling Nonchan who has a habit of pouring water into her bathtub whenever she feels a slight shaking You know that
she’s from
Sendai, rocking rocking
After a few minutes of the disaster alarm, my room wouldn’t shake at all I count the numbers inward Ichi Ni
San
Gojyu Roku Gojyu Shichi Gojyu Hachi
But in the end my room didn’t shake at all, and later I had fun talking to someone else about this incident But
honestly, no one knows when the earthquake will come? Everybody’s just waiting for the omen to happen.
People stared at me ominously for making fun of it. Rocking rocking, my room is a rocking boat, rolling
rolling Do not forget the disaster prevention booklet you’ve thrown on the floor Our town may be shaking
every day but it will never collapse

So near, and yet so far...
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Do Japanese wear slippers in their rooms to save time when the earthquake happens? A bit similar If the
window breaks down you’ll have to wear slippers to evacuate
Oh alright. Non-chan has filled the bathtub again and asks me to use the water in it

When I first started living in Tokyo, I went to a vacant park where a new Olympic Stadium was being built
with two friends I became close The construction site was locked heavily Homeless people wandered around
wearing zombie makeup Somebody accidentally opened the gate. The password was 0000. But those zombies
won’t break into the open construction site They are the ones who lost their place in life due to the Olympics
But they don’t take over the construction site. Close the gate! A CCTV is being operated! One of the zombies
shouts The one who opened the gate Locks the door again The zombies remove their makeup and return to
their homes to Sendagaya Station, to a tunnel in Shibuya. Witch, witch wanders
The Olympic Stadium will be completed soon Still when I look back in a light-speed vessel, Jesenice, that
escapes from Tokyo, I only see the vacant park before the stadium was created. I’m moving away from Tokyo
so fast that I’m moving away like a light So when I look back it feels like the time rewinds itself. Rocking
rocking, my room is a rocking horse, rolling rolling

Do not forget the disaster prevention booklet you’ve hidden in the corner Our town may be shaking every day
but it will never collapse
The Yurikamome Line crossing the Rainbow Bridge the ghostlike Tokyo Tower a treasure bead embedded in
Fuji Television building Shinji Sato’s whistles a sudden SOS everything is the witch, witch wanders. The manmade beach in Odaiba will always be disgusting. The cemetery of oyster shells will be gone. You’d dip your feet
on the beach and scoop out malformed anemone and crabs like our future lies beneath the disgusting seawater
it was my last night in Tokyo

So near, and yet so far...
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This advice haunts like a spell. It makes you drop any romanticised
attitude. It seems like a right thing to follow but some trembling feeling
of doubt sets as a red flag. Just like in the movies, when a lead character
is about to follow their heart than their duty. Probably, there is still
a way to go in the new century to be invented and something not-yetstructured-into-a-system is here to expand the vision.

Sorry, I’m just scared of the future.
Childish Gambino, “3005”

The unknown makes people believe in mystery and seek for advice with
irrational and mythologized areas. Although, an article in New York
Times marks fortune tellers becoming mindfulness coaches, people
more often come to them for life advice than a seánce these days. So do
the high interest and sudden popularity of astrology and astrological
memes by proving just the same thing. Contrarily, siding and the
opposed communities insist on reducing global planning of personal
ambitions and focus on daily things in order to balance one’s mental
health and mindfulness (as quoted by an Aquarius, forced mindfulness).
Again. Don’t hope. Don’t expect. Don’t plan or rely.

I knew she was right but I had (as quoted from a Gemini) slept this
whole year through. As it was hard to agree that any reality from
now on was supposed to look like thisss (in all possible ways of
interpretation and past events you just can think of this minute).
Of course, my Virgo friend didn’t mean for the upcoming year to be
identical to the previous one, she was just pointing out that too many
expectations have the potential to kill even good things. Don’t hope.
Don’t expect. Don’t plan or rely.

The next year might crush. Don’t expect too much.

Right in the middle of my workday I received a text from my Virgo
friend:

Call Me by Your Sign. The next year might crush.

Call Me by Your Sign

So near, and yet so far...
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The most radical, or romanticised, ways may include the skills of
Professor Trelawney, coffee cups at Ïstiklal Avenue and, most immediate,
book fortune reading. You have to think of a page and a line in a book
and that will be a prediction to your question. Unfortunately, they
seem to be less satisfying as they don’t promise definite results. This way,
it comes across that the seeken truth hides somewhere in the moment
between a stated question and when the prediction is interpreted (after
the cards are unveiled). After that, a fragile expectation must crack in
the moment after that one. Let’s look at the case study, The Darjeeling
Limited, opening scene, when Bill Murray’s character misses his train.
Our expectations are about to crush when we get to meet the real main
character of the movie, Adrian Brody’s character. Case study N°2, just
like many of Sean Bean’s characters are killed just in the beginning of
the story. The whole plot reminds that actually this has a different focus,
and you would expect professionals in the area of clairvoyance to follow
the guideline. However, first comes first, as we tend to crush ourselves
with seeing different premonitions in life lessons or occasions to those
we are supposed to follow. Perhaps then, the mystery is in this skilled
approach to seeing your future, which, primarily, forbids any third eyes.

It’s getting rather late my dear friend and the winds are announcing a
tempest. I shall go back to my room, take a look in the mirror and let go
of my thoughts. Mythology is after all an old vanishing text, which allows,
with the passing of time, ways of seeing through the faint remains of past
texts.

Christodoulos Panayiotou, «Dying on Stage» (performance)

I guess my crisp conclusion this year «I wish I was less and more than
that» confuses me more than the vision of the things that are about to
come and here, probably, comes the beauty of it. It is a tough Capricorn
season this year to go through but it is good to finish there. Just like
Virgo, Capricorn, being its Earth pal, would stay realistic in order to
not to crush themselves. Capricorn helps to plan goals, identify the core
and the distraction and figure out the mess from all the previous signs.
So Aquarius season can invent better things.
CYA
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momsamasaba
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Tobii and I are in a euphoric place. He is Swedish, I am Indian. You
would agree that the cross cultural dynamic is always exciting. Now that
I have learnt his ways, Tobii is reciprocating with great
linguistic fervour...seems like he can’t wait to master my mother tongue.
I type ‘gh’, he predicts go ghari gheun ghe ghai. I type ‘k’, he predicts
know kar keep khali karun. If I decide to test and tease him further,
which I often do, and type in two words such as “breakfast la”, he
thoroughly spoils me for choice with “upma pohe sabudana besan idli
dahlia”altogether disregarding that eggs is a great breakfast option.
These are unpredictable times, especially for relationships, but one
thing is certain - Tobii and I are going to come out of this lockdown
like a good ole couple with him completing my sentences for me.
- eM
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Tobii is my mom’s computer. She speaks with her eyes, he tracks her movement. She wins bridge tournaments,
buys stuff on Amazon, and dominates at Words with Friends. She uses WhatsApp to say goodbye and
goodnight to me. I don’t really remember what it sounds like to hear my mom speak because her voice - her
ability to consciously regulate her throat muscles - was the first to go. ALS is a unique experience for everyone
who has it. As a disease it has moments of platitude and calm before rapid, painful degeneration to a new
plateau. Watching someone so close to you die demands that you learn how to love them better.
- Sabz

Come to think of it, good ole couples not only start reading each
other’s mind and completing sentences, but over time, also pick up
mannerisms and even start resembling each other somewhat. With me
and Tobii it is more than a slight resemblance. All that’s really left of my
looks resembles Tobii a hundred percent. Short term Covid lockdowns
apart, those who want to be with and be there for me in my foreverlocked-down life, can do so only if they find it attractive to engage with
my new look. Not everyone can see beyond the ALS warped features.
Not everyone thinks it is worth the effort.
- eM

So near, and yet so far...
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Death Cab for Cutie, commonly known as everyone’s favourite emo-rock band from the early 2000s, has
a beautifully morbid song named “What Sarah Said.”I don’t know why, as a privileged, albeit clinically
depressed thirteen year old, who had never experienced death, I listened to the words over and over again,
“Love is watching someone die.”But Ben Gibbard was right then, even before I knew it. This is exactly what
love is: watching someone die and being unable to throw yourself in front of fate saying, “Take me instead!”
And really, he also gave me a useful framework for evaluating love in my friendships, because a lot of my
friends at the time didn’t care to watch her die with me. Their parents treated her as if she was mentally
handicapped, when anyone could have Googled the disease to understand it didn’t affect her mind. They spoke
to her awkwardly; as she lost her speech and had to write on notepads to carry conversation, they talked over
her, stilted, and never gave her the patience to write out a sentence. Often, they asked me about medication she
was on, and I would have to awkwardly repeat “Whatever medication she is on is not going to cure her.”And
they never asked me, “Hey, how’s your mom doing”when we met up briefly, drunkenly, after college.
- SAM

I have to admit though, that I am quite besotted with him. So call him what you want… Toby, Tobin, or
Tobias. It’s obsessive - as any (d)alliance worth its salt should be. But can you blame me? If someone were
to calibrate HIMself or HERself to your eyes, look deeply into them and open a whole new world, would
you not fall for it..?! Alas, every relationship is fraught with challenges and insecurities. Tobii is no Mac, so
he does need to constantly update and replenish. He runs out of juice pretty quickly too...needs to tank up
twice a day ! Honestly, a bit temperamental...freezes me out often. And definitely not the most switched on to
networks. But for all the issues with HIM, truth be told, I am the insecure one here. I realise my dependency. I
am constantly aware of how much is riding on my eyes being able to maintain this contact.
-eM

So near, and yet so far...
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When we brought my sister’s body home the night before. My mom
wouldn’t be able to come to her cremation, but she needed to see her
daughter one more time. Tobii sent me a message later that night. They
liked the choice I had made for sama’s cremation outfit. It wasn’t much
of a choice. Sama’s suitcase, in a bureaucratic mess, didn’t make it to
Amsterdam with her. So instead of her own clothes, she took most
of mine for that semester. When I was packing up her dorm room, I
was packing up my clothes, shoes, underwear. I chose the only item of
clothing that I had never borrowed from her. It smelled only of her.
- Sabz

There is a litmus test. Everyone I meet who meets my mother undergoes
it. Do they wait for her to finish writing? Do they smile at her with
genuine warmth? Do they wait for her to finish her food without
looking at their phone to check the time?

When I visit home over winter break, do they make me feel comfortable
to talk about hospital visits and her drastic weight loss and how teary I
am all the time? Do they let me say the ‘d’word? It’s rigorous, this test,
but my actual friends have passed it with flying colors- a 100% success
rate. And now I can breathe again.
- SAM

Sometimes her jaw gets locked into these positions where her teeth
are pressing down on her lips. She can’t move her jaw but she can taste
her blood as her teeth cut through soft, deteriorated skin. I just wish I
remembered what her voice sounded like.

We write every day. We watch some episode of some dumb show my
sister used to like. I miss her, I miss her too. I can’t believe this happened.
- Sabz

ALS didn’t happen to me alone, It happened to you too… just
differently. This realisation, coming to terms with it daily, is the heart
wrenching part. Seeing you cope with the constantly changing dynamic
of our relationship destroys me. But then sometimes I want to shift
focus and point out one thing to you, but I don’t know how to do
this gently so I just let it be. You have to manage just the one altered
relationship. I have to manage several.
- eM
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Yimin Qiao

Keep Kissing
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Mattie O’Callaghan

Café Nostalgia

On Listening to First Watch By King Creosote, Jon Hopkins
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UGR35mttwuk

On days like this you want to go into a café
Just to sit there
Order a coffee too bitter
Hear the locals greet, hug and natter
Change clinging across the top
Sweet pastries filling the room up

Anything like normality you see
Consumed by busy days
Rather than a virus killing us
this way
With boarded up shops
And streets full of loss
For sharing a slice of cake
A possibility maybe months away

I listen to Jon Hopkins tracks
To take me back
To places which seem like home
For in the face of all this war
I’m struggling, I’m so alone

So I lie in my bed
Blanketing covers over my head
Fingers wrapped so tightly round tea
Hoping instead the earth and music
Will comfort me.

December 2020
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Pillow Pets

Emma O’Regan-Reidy
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The camera pans across a QVC showroom. Images of a scruffy (but not too scruffy), British male aged 40 (give
or take) in various yet similar beige outfits fade in and out softly on the television screens behind the presenters.
The same man in the photos stands grinning, teeth yellowing like buttered popcorn jelly beans. A pristine pillow is
clutched between his pasty fingers, seemingly attempting to resist his imprint.
“My name is Pear Tylls and I’ve spent the past 27 years searching for the perfect pillow. Through my hit
television series A Pillow Abroad , I’ve taken millions of viewers across the globe to test out the latest and
greatest head cushions. But now, using all this knowledge I’ve collected I’m bringing you the perfect pillow
right to your own bed. For just four easy payments of £14.95, you too can proudly say that you own the
Perfect PillowTM.”
Louis had first seen the abridged advert between episodes of Forensic Files. A fly kept landing on the
television screen, mistaking its light for a way outside. His neck perpetually felt locked in the wrong place.
He couldn’t remember the last time he’d sat up straight naturally, without reminding himself to broaden his
shoulders and puff out his chest. Was that even how humans were supposed to sit?
In the palm of his hand, the website on his phone showed the same smiling face that was on his screen. Louis
hadn’t been able to afford a Perfect PillowTM, but out of habit (he’d been looking for new employment for
a while now, the fumes at Lush were starting to give him migraines) he scrolled to the bottom of the page
and clicked the small word “Jobs”in baby blue. Now, as a Customer Support Representative for the Perfect
PillowTM for the past five months, Louis’s neck still felt stiff and he still couldn’t afford one.
When he swivelled in his office chair that morning – in a pair of soft, celestial-patterned boxers an exgirlfriend had gotten him one Christmas – an announcement chimed on Slack. Defect found in pillows
manufactured in our Manchester location. Most of the orders from that batch have been fulfilled, so expect an
increase in complaints today through the weekend.

So near, and yet so far...
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“You know, I just work so hard,”Beverley exhaled, “and the last thing I want in my house, let alone my pillow is
thousands of fucking maggots! Is that too much to ask?”

“I understand your dissatisfaction. We can send you a new Perfect PillowTM along with a brand new,
complementary Perfect Body PillowTM for your troubles,”Louis said. Having not wanted to be an actor
growing up, he never thought that his career would ever involve him learning off more lines than he did for
his role as a sheep in his primary school’s nativity play.

“I had to touch them,”Beverley breathed, “I never want to touch one of your products again. What I want is
my money back.”

Beverley had always wished she was one of those girls who could FaceTime while walking. Her arm always got
tired though, and she always ended up looking too much at her own little rectangle than the face of the caller
on the other side and the world around her. Vanity could literally be the cause of her death.

“I understand ma’am,”the customer service representative responded at one point.

But he didn’t, Beverley thought after the interaction ended. He didn’t understand that knotted, tangled,
bulging feeling in the slimy pit of her stomach, the tightening of the skin cells on her arms, when something
was out of place, or if she ate too many complimentary bread sticks. Everything online in those neat little
boxes looked so idyllic, so necessary, that Beverley couldn’t resist tapping. Her apartment held wobbly towers
of digital purchases, threatening to crumble at any moment. For some reason – a reason Beverley couldn’t
quite identify, but that she knew was there, looming above her – all of them together didn’t create her
dreamy curated abode. The Perfect PillowTM was meant to be the missing puzzle piece. If her neck finally felt
more nimble and flexible, she would be able to work from home so much more effectively, be able to enjoy
each second of her morning run, put her phone away and actually pay attention to a plot line from start to
finish rather than have it be an ambient background for her impulse buying. But instead, it had been full of
maggots: an intruder she hadn’t seen since 4th class when Lily Price left her floral lunchbox in her cubby over
the Christmas holidays.

Beverley ate her dinner – leftover orange chicken – that night on a HAY Rainbow Plate in Mint Green.
Her neck twinged as she tried to settle onto her itchy burlap couch pillows. They had looked so perfect on
RHW’s Instagram story. She knew it was in her head – but it felt as if those squirmy, slimy alien grains of
rice she had encountered earlier were still there on her fingertips. A 17th-century Italian physician and poet,
Francesco Redi, had been the first to understand the life cycle of maggots, Beverley learned from her phone.
Redi had deduced that maggots and flies didn’t spontaneously generate out of thin air into old meat. Rather,
they emerged from eggs too small for the human eye to see. Surely, Beverley thought, there’s something small
enough to see them now though; aren’t factories meant to be sterile? Sterile in Beverley’s mind was an antonym
for nature.

So near, and yet so far...
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“Hey, we’re going to need some backup towards the northeastern quadrant of the factory floor. There’s a
minor situation going on,”Clodagh’s earpiece buzzed.
As she started towards the area, a faint strobe-like flicker appeared down one aisle; one of the overhead lights
needed to be changed. When Clodagh was a child her dentist had an illuminated panel in the ceiling above
the chair. An Office Window’s screen sky with a hot air balloon floated above her head as her teeth bled. She
didn’t know if the same was true for adult dentists – she didn’t have private dental insurance. The ceilings of
the factory she worked in had a similar panel that took up the majority of the space. It was kind of like being
outside all day, except with no weather patterns or fresh air.
Clodagh couldn’t remember the last time she slept more than seven hours. Sheep jumped perpetually over a
snoozing teddy bear on an animated poster in their break room above the heads of employees often dozing in
the crook of their elbow on the Formica table.
“What’s the issue?”She asked, approaching a group of her colleagues in matching navy uniforms huddled
around the entrance of a machine.
“There seems to be a maggot infestation,”Tom, her supervisor, said. “I don’t know how those little buggers
would’ve even gotten in. Our ventilation system was just inspected last week. Outside air isn’t allowed in until
it’s been properly filtered.”
Raj, another peer, peeked inside further and grimaced. “It looks like they’ve made a pretty substantial home in
there.”
“An extermination team is on its way,”Tom announced, finger poking his phone. “We’ll shut everything down
for the next couple days and alert the head office.”
Clodagh walked towards the machine’s beige mouth. On the edge of the conveyor belt’s tongue squirmed
a hieroglyphic slime: thousands of pulsating organisms. If they all stopped moving just the smallest bit and
joined together they could form some semblance of a human body, Clodagh thought, and then they could be a
Perfect PillowTM customer rather than a pest .

So near, and yet so far...
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The mother racoon held a corner of the Perfect PillowTM in her mouth, it felt spongey on her tongue. While
humans gain most of their understanding of their surroundings from sight, racoons do from touch. By
wetting the Perfect PillowTM with her mouth, the nerve endings on the mother racoon’s paws were enhanced
– like she had increased the volume of tactility on her fingertips. It was almost like taking MDMA, if all
your serotonin went into the sensation of touch. She knew instinctively that this alien object would provide
comfort for her four babies. It felt as if it was made of her own soft skin and fur amplified by hundreds. They
would love it.

The mother raccoon tucked it into her mouth and scurried back to that warm, dry space she had found earlier
in the week where she had left her sleeping babies for a moment. It was a warm, dry human space. She could
tell it had belonged to humans because there were dented shiny cans scattered throughout, along with piles
of cotton items like soft anthills. If her babies were human babies, the mother racoon sometimes thought,
they might be more comfortable, but because of all the different choices humans made for objects as simple
as warmth, she was sure they wouldn’t be happier. Her kits knew her unique pattern of skin and fur, and that
was all they needed.

When she dropped her new find on the ground the babies blinked slowly and goopily. Parts had disintegrated
slightly in her mouth on the way over. She placed it in the centre of their soft, cotton mound and wrapped
herself around her little blobs of fluff. When the mother raccoon placed her chin on the sopping, foamy
fabric, she felt her neck muscles loosen, as if hundreds of tiny masseuses had entered her blood stream and
carefully, delicately undid her knots from the inside. The pillow had finally become perfect.

So near, and yet so far...
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Anders Aarvik

Dog Days
His life could be summed up with a longing to abstract in the most
literal sense, to disappear. Leave the subject. He searched through
everything that could be accessed — libraries, archives, institutions,
and moved abroad as a last resort. He endorsed ideas from thinkers in
critical posthumanism, on how to belong in the world, on animism,
and non-human entities. Later, it was all about the dog he was not yet
in possession of. For what does it even mean to 'own a dog'? A great joy
in the days? 'Dog Days'1? He wondered how he could not be a nuisance.
A plague to the animal. He wanted to treat the animal properly. After
returning from Japan, the light started quivering at the edge of his
eyesight, countless small screens vibrating, each with their distinctive
channel, initiating the intestinal system, begging him to lie down. It
had been a long time since he found joy in the light, and even though
he had traveled to all continents, everything had been hiding, right
here, four hours by train from Copenhagen, or perhaps inside himself.
They walked down Karolineviertel. He took a photograph of a dog, the
owner responded: “A very lovely breed, Kooiker".
When the subject was finally abandoned, it was not peace he
encountered, but loneliness. He had lost his cosmos. Beneath the subject
remained nature and light, but it was sharp and rotten. Not as expected.
He could not open his eyes. Nature was to be mastered for the benefit of
man, to be artificialised, instrumentalised, and therefore to be overcome
with logic. Not immersive and loving, but thoughtful, demanding, and
pulsating. Maybe it was because he was not confronted enough with
nature? Was the possession of an animal a solution to this, or did he
require a transformation into animal himself ? What about the fact
that the dog is bred to extract dopamine from the human brain, i.e. the
animal as pharmaco. Thoughts that his partner had conveyed to him.
Doesn't this just add another layer of artificiality? Maybe the possession
of a dog is no solution at all.
In August we are going to go and have a look at the kennel. First of
all, to see how the animal is treated. He wanted to treat the animal
properly. By the way, they were also insured against all diseases, at
Kennel Blanding. An engineer's way around breeding, mix em’up! Use
this instruction! A perfection machine, so to say. To 'own a dog' already
had a tone of imbalance in it that he could not make peace with. This
was discussed in London with students and professors, where he was
notorious for only wanting to talk about suicide and dogs. Here he was
presented with a quote of Haraway in Dr. Dan's lecture 'Posthumanism
1':
So near, and yet so far...
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“I am not a posthumanist; I am who I become with companion
species, who and which make a mess out of categories in the making
of kin and kind.”2

This was a revelation. A thinker who acknowledges the relationship
between animal and human as equivalent in its creation and dissolution,
respectful, and about the very being and affect of the animal brought
with it through the interaction with man. The animal that overcomes
logic and intellect with the immediate, the unexpected, and with love. It
sounds like the road to a new cosmos.

Sidenote: 'companion' can have many facets, therefore alternative
constellations than what can be considered a normative relationship
with an animal, such as; watchdogs, must be excluded. On a mountain
in Greece, he and his brother devised a strategy on how they could
kill the animal if they got too close. They laid in tents and heard them
howl. The sound of the animals moved around their tents, close and
far, varying the volume zooming in and out throughout the night.
Previously, a Doberman had ruined their evening hike, by running close
to them, barking, showing off his collar with spiked rivets and his large
testicles. Haraway has an Australian Shepherd.

Unfortunately, he figured that Kennel Blanding was not a solution. On
the dog forum Hundegalleri.dk he read that it was "a breeding factory”:

"Plato has been fucked by Carlos and had 13 puppies.
It is a breeding factory.”3

December 2020
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Haraway, D., 2009. When Species
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What Will Become of my Soul

He shall gather the
lambs
With his arm
(a lamb on the rock)
And carry them
In his bosom

Julia Moore
North Wing
New Orphan House
Ashley Down
Bristol
1867

The LORD
Is my
Redeemer

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q P Q R S T U V W X Y Z. A B C D E
F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z. A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V
W X Y Z. A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z. A B
C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z. A B C D E F G H I J K
L M N O P Q R S ........ T U V W X Y Z. a b c d e f g h I j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z. A
B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z. A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q
R S T U V W X Y Z. A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y
Z. a b c d e f g h I j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z. 1 2 3 4 5 67890. 1234. 567890. 12345
678910. I II III IVVVIVIIVIIIIXXXIXII. Annie. Willie. Winnie. Fiorrie Maud.
Minnie. Nellie. Kathleen. Mabel. Mary. Clara. Elsie. Carrie. Dora. Katie. Esther. Lily.
407 92 149 105 174 117 456 107 91 159 113 185 150 Grid Grid Grid Grid Grid Grid
Grid Grid Grid Grid Grid Grid Grid Grid Grid Grid Grid Grid Grid Grid Grid How
can such repentance as mine be sincere What will become of my soul Grid Grid

The LORD
Is my
Shepherd
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«In modern Britain, women of the working-class often practiced embroidery for economic reasons. In some
orphanages in Bristol, young girls were taught embroidery. This particular style of beginner’s embroidery
was called the Bristol Samplers. These samplers contained numbers and alphabets, alongside the girls’
personal information. They became a kind of resume for when the girls grew up and looked for jobs as maids.

Many young women, even girls that weren’t from orphanages, left samplers behind. The most famous one is
Elizabeth Parker’s in the Victoria and Albert Museum. This sampler is embroidered with Parker’s story who
had a miserable life and wanted to commit suicide. Opinions diverged about her fate. But it was belatedly
revealed that she had lived a long life.»
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Gutzoom is a collaboration between Jesse May Fisher, Treeney Harkin,
and Rieko Whitfield, who met, conversed and created this work in the
virtual realm.

Focus your energy and breath on your gut.

There and not there,
Invisible, yet
Hairs stand raised and goose bumps quiver.

Let us touch you now
Transmitting energy through
The liquid plasma skin
Where our worlds meet.
Unfurl the knots within the stomach,
Unravel the intestines.

We’ve lost touch with
Our own belly brains
From microbe to macrocosm
Of our interconnected selves.

Rituals are contagious
To soothe, to heal
From synapse to sinew
Bacterial spores
Speak the mother tongue of our bodies.

Focus your energy and breath on your gut.

Rieko Whitfield, Jesse May Fisher, Treeney Harki
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https://vimeo.com/492507393
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Sally Stenton

A Glass Envelope
Online Artist Residency [November 2020]

December 2020

There is a strange and unexpected hole that can appear after an intense course of study in contemporary art.
The risk of unbalancing increases with the current loss of physical proximity. What crafty devices can we use
to propel the onward journey and prevent ourselves from falling? How can participatory, physical and tactile
practices be re-encountered in the light of corporeal separation and digital mediation?
A year ago Sally Stenton was embarking on an MRes at RCA and Svetlana Atlavina had just completed an MA
at Cambridge School of Art. At that time it was Svetlana who was losing her foothold and Sally grabbed her
hand and pulled gently to steady her. This year, as Sally completed her studies and the ground became more
unstable, there was a need for proactive scenarios. Within 4 weeks they had envisioned and activated A Glass
Envelope online artist residency, opening up to other people who might have a similar vertigo. The internet
facilitates an immediate replication of something that would have taken a year to achieve as a physical
residency. In contrast to this acceleration, qualities of slowness, quiet listening and receptivity populated the
newly created virtual space.
A Glass Envelope (AGE) is a three weeks international residency. It seeks to replicate, in a playful way, the
space and conditions that make artist residencies conducive to art practice. In this acting out, it has reached
beyond imitation of the conventional idea of a residency and found alternative ways to overcome blocks and
traverse distances. We span 12,448 km from India to Indiana, US, with a time difference of 11.5 hours. Day
and night occur simultaneously and our 2 dimensional screens feed live evidence of our multi-dimensional
earth. We find connection through the collective creation of physical objects, the facilitation of parallel
sensory experiences, movement of our bodies together and playful attempts to tunnel between our online cells.
Voices from Zoom might be like hearing people from a distance or behind walls, so near and yet so far. Whilst
we grapple with the frustration of not being physically together, the breaks in internet connections and the
competing demands of home and work, the residency has put in place gentle structures that have enabled
powerful, supportive bonds to form. Words emerge and overlay on the digital whiteboard:
prompts | collaborative exchange | new experience | physical evidence around our studios | gifting | a routine |
structure | companionship | accountability | sensitivity | acceptance | the gift of time | use of space in different
ways | recognition and validation | drawing mediation | framework and flexibility | safety | plurality | spooky
action at a distance
At the time of writing the three weeks residency is coming to an end. Each day a blog has been written and
images posted. We share our alchemical experience via this link to A Glass Envelope.
Pragya Bhargava, Sarah Praill, Svetlana Atlavina, Ceyda Oskay,Ean Nicole Konopnicki, Sally Stenton,
Sylwia Dylewska.
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https://aglassenvelope.com
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Ratcatcher, Lynn Ramsay film, 1999
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Hattie Morrison

Y Hanner Lle
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I bring us to y hanner lle–– a half-place of the village. We begin sat on a ledge where a window may be, our
legs hanging like a baby in a baby chair, to see what’s around, beyond, about. We are looking out to the fields
from a glassless opening in another kind of opening–– a doorless, roofless one. We see straw barrelled into
round, pulped bales. Expanse. A derwen tree to the left. Grass and grass and morfa blades upright, ready to
be cut down by retired farmer Dewi’s tired son. I then lead us to look in at pieces of hardwood on the floor
made puffy with water after years of rain. Gathered leaves that look like shadows. Y hanner-lle is a ribcage
of concrete walls with wind rolling through that have been appearing in jumpcut-like shoves for a decade.
As a child, I passed by, blinking at the magic trick change from a group of piled bricks to what I now call
walls. I’d spend the walk to the bus stop asking my parents about when a hole becomes a window, and when
parts become a whole, and when a whole becomes a house. In my polyester Ysgol Gynradd Llandysul school
uniform, I tried to make sense of structures I thought I’d inhabit one day in some way. The words are blurry
but heavy here––Teulu. Family. Traddodiad. Tradition. Disgwyliad. Expectation.

Later, we climb into another part––traversing a series of hallways. Light the colour of a harvest wanders the
walls and we tackle terms for the hanner-lle that stunt its growth on this page and on this Fferm Cwrt land.
Talking about hanner-lle seems to crack open language. We trip over terms like grit, laying and relaying each
word like a breezeblock– framing, rotating, securing, leaving, dismantling. Words like ‘in’, ‘out’, ‘through’,
‘between’don’t seem to fit when the place we talk about is a place unfinished. Without a ceiling, there’s no
‘under’. Without a door, there’s no ‘in’. Stopping and starting and stopping and starting. Changing course.
Rephrasing. Revisiting. Thinking back to abandoned buildings, we picture places left behind, half-lived ––we
don’t imagine buildings half-built and then left unlived in or, at least, I don’t. Hanner-lle, unlike a rundown
mansion or empty cottage, stands as a reminder for locals of unfulfilled prospects and unmet desires. It makes
me feel the way I do when I see someone waiting in a restaurant for a guest that never arrives.

Maybe I like hanner-lle because I can walk through it. I try to avoid symbolism, but I always approach this
half-place. I like to watch it crumble apart like the meaning trapped in between the Dewi children's Wenglish
descriptions of their futures, back when the hope was new and not sad. Back when we lay down after school,
looking at the sky from the rectangular puddle of cement they called y lolfa and said “––when we tyfu up
we’ll have our own families on this lle too. We’ll be big enough to see trwy any window onto the fields where
we’ll still be farming llaeth for everyone's tea. And our children will live in another lle on our tir over there”.

So near, and yet so far...
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Time to clear up.
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Where I come from, farmers start to lay down breezeblocks on plots when their children reach adolescence.
The first bricks are arranged in an outline of a house, and these hanner-lle’s, these half-places, resemble houses
in the way a square with a triangle does ––tô, roof, waliau, walls. The components act as representations of
ideas far bigger than any building. (Again, symbolism). They’re an extension of the family on family soil.
They tell children, neighbours, locals and passers-by that tomorrow is thought for and that the future is on
its way. They display a tangible faith in traditional families, traditional roles and traditional lives - Mam.
Tad. Two or three children. Sheepdog. Tractor. Fire burning in the winter. Something I’ve only become aware
of since moving back this year is that being twenty three years old without a husband or a home is a sign of
failure to locals ––a sign of a half-person–– and I’ve enjoyed building alternative lives between the walls of
this hanner-lle.
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Today,
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I walk around the half-place and watch a loose pipe for water-to-come-one-day roll about in the wind,
bouncing against the walls and then fill with water falling from the sky. I pick it up carefully and pretend it’s
a mug of tea with fresh milk from the cows outside. I call down the hall for dinner, and the theatricality of
it all makes me think of film sets; of walls made with cardboard and windows made with plastic. Of halfplaces made only to be pretended in. Then, I think of James in the 1999 film Ratcatcher, as he gets off the
bus at Balmore Road - the end of the line. He finds a skeletal, unfinished house on a new council estate in
the countryside and rattles among scaffold poles, breezeblocks, wood crates, ladders. The young boy walks
between dust covered walls and detached appliances, in quiet. He navigates the lay of that half-place with
ease and awe. He pisses in the unplumbed toilet, and wee leaks onto the floor from a gap at the base. A puddle
gathers. He lies in the plastic coated bath and a long sigh leaves him. Gold light filters in. Warmth. The
outside and the inside crossfade. Then, plastic breathes out with the wind that comes through a hole in the
wall where glass is promised and it blinks like water. From horizontal, James folds to turn the detached tap
clockwise, miming the end of its running.
After this, he walks to the window-place.

His legs swing over, he jumps onto the empty field, and then, away.

The scene clings to my memory like the dust covers that drape across that half-place on screen, and I think
about it as I go through the hollow hanner-lle in my village. I look at unplastered walls, and the hole for a
roof, and the empty doorways. I look to the ceiling, and see nothing but sky (the most un-nothing thing in the
world). I think about ‘dim byd’, which when half translated, means ‘no world’but when fully translated means
‘nothing’. I think of what’s lost in this half-place between language.
I raise my arms and feel the rain fall in, around, on, over. I watch it collect on the floor.

–– empty of what?

So near, and yet so far...

But where’s the family that was meant to fill the hanner-lle, we wonder? The husband and wife and children?
We piece together the answer as we piece together the language, and decide not to ask because we already
know it’s unromantic and bleak.
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“Just an empty house”

50

“Nid yw'r ffordd o fyw hon yn gynaliadwy mwyach”, a “nid oes unrhyw un yn prynu lleol mwyach”a “nid yw
ffermydd ar gyfer pobl fel ni bellach”, “nid ydym yn tyfu hynny bellach”.
Instead, we half-listen to hearsay about the hanner-lle.
We hear that the daughter drowned in the Afon Siedi.
We hear that the son was taro gan tractor.
We hear gofynnodd i rywun to marry him ond they said ‘na’.
Clywsom iddi redeg i ffwrdd i fod yn lleian.
We like to play pretend with the hanner-lle, and fill in the gaps ourselves.
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Ratcatcher, Lynn Ramsay film, 1999
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Keep posted on upcoming open calls
for our next issue on the instagram
page @thepluralist.world
Send notes, pitches, questions, ideas,
writings, or visual submissions to
thepluralist.rca@gmail.com.
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